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Abstract 
 

The density of asphalt mixture plays an important role in the performance of 
asphalt pavement. Compaction is critical for achieving the desired density during the 
construction of asphalt pavement. Hence, the density of asphalt pavement should be 
monitored in a timely manner, and the information should be fed back to the compactor 
operator to avoid under-compaction or over-compaction. This study proposes a technique 
utilizing ground penetrating radar (GPR) for monitoring the density of asphalt pavement 
during compaction continuously, non-destructively, and in real time. 

The utmost challenge in developing this technique is to eliminate the effect of 
surface moisture, sprayed by the compactor during compaction, on GPR data. The 
increase of asphalt pavement density and surface moisture content can cause an increase 
in the amplitude of the reflection pulse in the GPR signals in time domain. To extract 
density information without the effect of surface moisture, numerical simulation, 
laboratory experiments, and field tests were conducted. 

First, the difference between the effect of surface moisture variation and the effect 
of density variation on GPR signal was investigated. Numerical simulation was 
performed using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method to study the 
propagation of GPR wave within pavement structure. Both simulation results and 
laboratory experimental results revealed the fundamental difference between the two 
effects: In frequency domain, the high frequency components of the GPR pulse are 

sensitive to density variation and variation of surface moisture content, and the low 
frequency components are only sensitive to density variation; resulting in “frequency-
selective effect”. 

Second, based on the findings from the “frequency-selective effect”, a “correction 
algorithm” was developed based on the “standard scan approach” to eliminate the effect 
of surface moisture and to extract density information. To develop and validate the 
algorithm, a full-scale test site was constructed with compaction pass number from 0 to 
10, and a large amount of GPR data were collected from the pavement with different 
surface moisture contents. A total of 22 cores were extracted for validation purposes. 
After applying the algorithm, it was found that the average density prediction error was 
reduced from 3.1% to 0.9%, suggesting algorithm effectiveness. The GPR system was 
also validated in a field construction site. The system successfully monitored the density 
change after each roller pass during compaction.  




